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Abstract
A new treatment of the gravitational energy on the basis of 4-index gravitational equations is pro-
posed. It is shown that a local 4-index tensor of the gravitational energy-momentum can be expressed
linearly in terms of the Riemann tensor. The gravitational energies for the generalized Schwarzschild
solution and the weak gravitational wave are calculated.
1 Introduction
A covariant physical characteristic of the gravitational eld is the Riemann curvature tensor and it is natural
that the problems with an energy-momentum of the gravitation can be solved if we express the gravitational
energy in terms of this tensor.
In the previous papers [1, 2] I formulated new generalized 4-index version of the Einstein equations with
the Riemann tensor. I showed that the local energy-momentum tensors for the system of gravitation and
matter can be constructed and that they are 4-index tensors 1 .
In the present paper I shall propose a new treatment of the gravitational energy on the basis of these
4-index gravitational equations and this treatment is revised version of my previous proposals in [1, 2] .
Then I present results of calculations of the gravitational energies for a mass point and a weak gravitational
wave.
2 Four-index equations for the gravitational field
The contraction procedures of the Riemann tensor
R = gkmRkm = gkmgilRiklm (1)








R + L] (2)
are not reversible operations (here κ = 8pik/c4, L is a matter Lagrangian). We can add to the Ricci
tensor or to the Riemann tensor arbitrary functions (tensors) with zero contractions without changing the
curvature scalar R:
R = gkm(Rkm + Akm) = gkmgil(Riklm + Biklm) (3)
where Akm and Biklm are some tensors with properties:
gkmAkm = 0 (4)
1Some calculational errors and misprints in a consideration of the energy-momentum conservation in first versions of the
papers [1, 2] are corrected in printed versions. In the present paper I repeat all calculations in a general form.
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gilBiklm = gkmBiklm = 0 (5)
In [1, 2] I proposed an exploiting this property of the Einstein theory of the gravitational eld for the
formulating the eld equations in terms of the Riemann tensor and for the solving of the gravitational energy
problem. It is very important, that here we not formulated a new theory of the gravitation, but we consider
a new way for a development of the standard theory by using its intrinsic properties which we must take
into account for a qualied testing the principal consequences of the theory.
The variation of the gravitational part of the Einstein-Gilbert action gives two parts:
δ(
p−gR) = R  δ(p−g) +p−gδR (6)
The rst term is equal to:
R  δ(p−g) = −1
2
p−gRgkmδgkm (7)
The variation of the curvature scalar can be represented as a variation of the Ricci tensor:
δR = δ[gkm(Rkm + Akm)] = (Rkm + Akm)δgkm + (δRkm + δAkm)gkm (8)
If we suppose that the variation of δAkm is also a divergence term same as δRkm, then we obtain a
generalized form of the Einstein equations:
1
κ
(Rik + Aik − 12gikR) = Tik (9)
The tensor T (g)ik = −Aik with zero scalar contraction we can interpret in general case as an 2-index
energy-momentum tensor for the gravitational eld, since:
1
κ
(Rik − 12gikR) = Tik + T
(g)
ik (10)
and in empty space, where Tik = 0 we have:
1
κ
(Rik − 12gikR) = T
(g)
ik (11)
But, we know that T (g)ik = 0 is experimental fact and this simplest method not solve the problem of the
gravitational energy.
Nevertheless, we can use this method of the nding the energy-momentum tensors to the next and more
interesting level of the contraction. The Einstein equations not contain the Riemann tensor Riklm and if we
want deal with this tensor, we must continue the reversing the contraction in action function and we may
introduce the Riemann tensor into the action function by using the identity:
R  gkmgil(Riklm + Biklm) (12)








Riklm + Viklm) + L] (13)
which is fully equivalent to the Einstein-Gilbert action function Eq.(1). Here Viklm is a function of the metric
gil and its derivatives and obey to conditions gilViklm = gkmViklm = 0. The variations of Riklm and Viklm
we may determine from identities:
δ(gilRiklm) = gilδRiklm + Riklmδgil = δRkm (14)
δ(gilViklm) = gilδViklm + Viklmδgil = 0 (15)
and therefore:
gilδRiklm = δRkm −Riklmδgil (16)
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gilδViklm = −Viklmδgil (17)
Then we obtain:
δSg = − 12κcδ
∫
dΩ
p−ggkmgil(Riklm − κViklm) = (18)




p−g)gkmgil(Riklm − κViklm) + δgkmgil(Riklm − κViklm)+ (19)







δgkmgilgkmRil + δgkmgil(Riklm − κViklm)+ (21)
+gkmδgil(Riklm − κViklm)− gkmδgil(Riklm − κViklm) + gkmδRkm] (22)
We see, that last three terms are vanishing (the term with δRkm can be reduced to the divergence term)






p−g  δgkmgil(Giklm + Viklm + T (m)iklm) = 0 (23)
where:
Giklm = − 1
κ
(Riklm − 12gkmRil) (24)






(gkmTil − gklTim + gilTkm − gimTkl) + T6 (gimgkl − gilgkm) (25)
Then we obtain 4-index equations:
gil(Giklm + Viklm + T
(m)
iklm) = 0 (26)
which after contraction gives the Einstein equations:
Gkm + T
(m)
km = 0 (27)
In general case the expression in parenthesis of the 4-index equations is not equal to zero for the arbi-
trary Viklm and we can not simply exclude the contractional factor gil. But we can use the contractional
freedom (the arbitrariness of Viklm) more productively than a neglecting it by contraction as only a formal
mathematical curiosity.
The tensor Viklm has 10 independent components. It is equal to the number of the components of the
Riemann tensor on empty space (T (m)km = 0). For this case we can choice Viklm as:
1
κ
Riklm = Viklm (28)
We see that Viklm can be considered as energy-momentum tensor for the gravitational eld (outside
the matter) same as in 2-index case. If in 2-index case such tensor vanished, in the 4-index variant we
have unique chance for determining a nonzero, local and positive defined energy-momentum tensor for the
gravitation which is proportional to the Riemann tensor.
Taking into account this additional energy term we obtained new 4-index equations for the gravitational
eld [1, 2] :
Giklm + Tiklm = 0 (29)
where the full energy-momentum tensor Tiklm contains new term which represent the gravitational energy:
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Tiklm = T
(m)
iklm + Viklm (30)
The tensors Giklm and Tiklm have symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor and therefore we have 20
equations. The tensor Giklm is a function of the metric tensor gik which has 6 independent components.
The tensor T (m)iklm is combined from the ordinary energy-momentum tensor of the matter Tik and it has 4
independent functions (an energy density  and 3 components of a velocity). These 10 functions obeying to
10 Einstein equations which are 2-index form of our new equations. The gravitational energy-momentum
tensor Viklm has 10 independent components.
So, we have 20 equations for 20 independent functions. If we take solutions of the Einstein equations for
metrics and Tik, then we have additional 10 equations for 10 components of Viklm. Therefore, solutions of
the Einstein equations exactly dene all components of Viklm and in the paper we can nd Viklm for some
standard metrics.
3 The gravitational energy-momentum and its conservation
The Riemann tensor can be represented as:
Riklm = Ciklm +
1
2
(gkmRil − gklRim + gilRkm − gimRkl) + R6 (gimgkl − gilgkm) (31)
where Ciklm is the Weyl tensor with zero 2-index contraction gilCiklm = 0. In the vacuum Tik = T = 0,
Ril = R = 0 and we have:
Giklm = − 1
κ
Riklm = − 1
κ
Ciklm (32)
Tiklm = Viklm (33)
Therefore, the equations for the gravitational eld in the vacuum are:
1
κ
Ciklm = Viklm (34)
We see that in the vacuum new tensor Viklm plays the role of the source for the empty space-time
curvature Ciklm.
The covariant derivatives of the new 4-index energy-momentum tensors are:





(T iklm + G
i
klm) = 0 (35)
Is the new gravitational energy-momentum tensor Viklm conservative? This is main question for denition
of Viklm as a gravitational energy.
So we shall calculate the covariant derivative:
V iklm;i = −T (m)iklm;i −Giklm;i (36)
The energy-momentum tensors T il and T
i
klm fulll the standard local conservation laws:
T il;i = g
kmT iklm;i = g
km(T (m)iklm;i + V
i
klm;i) = 0 (37)






(gkmT il;i − gklT im;i + δilTkm;i − δimTkl;i) +
T;i
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By use the Bianci identities we also have :
−κGiklm;i = Riklm;i −
1
2















R;mgkl] + Rkm;l − 2Rkl;m = (43)












Therefore, in case of the empty space with Tkl = T = 0 our energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational
field V iklm;i obeys to the local conservation law:
V iklm;i = 0 (46)



















p−g(T (m)0k..lm + V 0k..lm) (48)











p−g  T 0l (49)












.lk = 0 (51)
4 The gravitational energy for the generalized Schwarzschild so-
lution
In papers [3, 4, 5, 6] I consider a generalized solution of the Schwarzschild’s problem with a new free parameter
ρ
ds2 = (1− rg
r + ρ
)c2dt2 − (r + ρ)2(dϑ2 + sin2 ϑdϕ2)− (1− rg
r + ρ
)−1dr2 (52)
Here rg = 2km/c2 is the gravitational radius. At ρ > rg the theory not contains singularities and
horizons. The perspectives of the determining of ρ by a measuring the new second order corrections to the
standard gravitational eects discussed in [4, 5] .
We calculate the energy-momentum tensor:





for this solution of the Einstein equations.
Components of the metric are equal to:
g00 = (1− rg
r + ρ
), (54)
g11 = −(1− rg
r + ρ
)−1, (55)
g22 = −(r + ρ)2, (56)
g33 = −(r + ρ)2 sin2 ϑ (57)



















2κ(r + ρ− rg) ,
V2323 = −rg
κ
(r + ρ) sin2 ϑ
We rewrite these expressions across components of the metric:
V0101 = −2  V (r)g00g11, (59)
V0202 = − rg2κ(r + ρ)3 (r + ρ)
2(1− rg
r + ρ
) = V (r)g00g22,




(r + ρ)2(1 − rg
r + ρ
)−1 = V (r)g11g22, (61)
V1313 = V (r)g11g33, (62)
V2323 = (−2) rg2κ(r + ρ)3 (r + ρ)









We see, that the contractions of this tensor are zero:
Vil = gkmViklm = gil[−2V (r) + V (r) + V (r)] = 0
and that the energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational eld Viklm is nonsingular. At r = 0 its








More simple form for the components of the gravitational energy-momentum tensor are V ik..lm = g
ipgkqVpqlm:
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V 01..01 = V
10
..10 = g
00g11V0101 = g00g11V1010 = −2  V (r), (66)
V 02..02 = V
20
..20 = g
00g22V0202 = V (r), (67)
V 03..03 = V
30
..30 = g
00g33V0303 = V (r), (68)
V 12..12 = V
21
..21 = g
11g22V1212 = V (r), (69)
V 13..13 = V
31
..31 = g
11g33V1313 = V (r), (70)
V 23..23 = V
32
..32 = g
22g33V2323 = −2  V (r), (71)










The space volume integral we can represent as a space surface integral by introducing:







[(r + ρ)−2] (73)
Then we obtain (taking into account that















dϕdϑ sin2 ϑ  (r + ρ)2  (r + ρ)−2 = 4pirg
κ
= mc2 (75)


















.03 = 0 (77)
5 The energy of the gravitational wave
The energy of a weak gravitational wave can be calculated by using the standard representation of the metric
[7] :
gik = ηik + hik (78)
gik = ηik − hik (79)
hik = η
inhnk (80)
where ηik is the Minkowsky metric, hik are small perturbations. Nonzero components of the metric are







1 = 0 (81)
h2k = η
2nhnk = −h2k (82)
h3k = η
3nhnk = −h3k (83)
hi2 = η
inhn2 = −δinhn2 (84)
hi3 = η
inhn3 = −δinhn3 (85)
A determinant of the metric is: (−g) = 1 + hll = 1.
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l,k − h,ikl)− him(hmk,l + hml,k − hkl,m)] (87)

































11 = 0 (93)







































































































































































h22is the time derivative of h22.





































Then for the components of the 4-index energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational wave we have:












































k1 = 0 (112)
Finally, for the solutions of the Einstein equations:
















































In future publications I shall discuss comparisons with the pseudotensor and the Hamiltonian approaches
to these problems.
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